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Abstract

In this report we explain the structure and functionality of ELEPHANT: a
MATLAB-code developed for particle tracking and treating Hamiltonians in the
Lie formalism with applications for accelerator physics. The code can operate
on Hamiltonians and using the similarity transform and the Campbell-Baker-
Hausdorff formula to express a map as an effective Hamiltonian and a linear
map. The code can also express a map in a normal form and from this calculate
the amplitude-dependent tune-shifts. Finally, the code can analyze the standard
linear transverse dynamics and do particle tracking. The purpose of the code is
to treat nonlinear fields analytically and cross-check with tracking results.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This code was written largely during the second half of 2016 with the objective
to develop a particle accelerator tracking code that can handle Hamiltonians in
the Lie formalism. The code handles transverse dynamics, i.e. horizontal and
vertical motion, in four degrees of freedom and is written in MATLAB [1]. The
purpose of this report is to document this code, which was used for simulation and
verification of analytical results in the work presented in [2,3]. Finally, this code
is somewhat based on an unpublished Fortran code developed by V. Ziemann in
the 1990s and used in [4, 5].

The structure of this report is the following. In this chapter we present some
of the theory of nonlinear dynamics and tools from Lie algebra that are used in
this code and that might not be known to the average reader. In the remaining
chapters we present some of the functionality of the code by showing examples.
For some specific functions with some interesting features we also list the actual
code.

1.1 Theory

Here we give a brief summary of theory of linear dynamics [6, 7] and some Lie
algebra tools that are useful in the context of accelerator physics [8–11].

A particle is represented by its coordinates x⃗ = (x, x′, y, y′)T where x and y
are the positions in the co-propagating frame and x′ and y′ are the normalized
momenta. A linear map is expressed as a matrix and propagating the parti-
cle is simply a matrix multiplication x⃗f = Mx⃗i. For a decoupled lattice, i.e.
when the transfer matrix M is block-diagonal we can use the Courant–Snyder
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Table 1.1: Hamiltonians for normal and skew multipoles.

Multipole normal skew

Dipole k0x k0y

Quadrupole k1
2 (x

2 − y2) k1lxy

Sextupole k2
3! (x

3 − 3xy2) k2
3! (3x

2y − y3)

Octupole k3
4! (x

4 − 6x2y2 + y4) k3
4! (4x

3y − 4xy3)

Decapole k4
5! (x

5 − 10x3y2 + 5xy4) k4
5! (5x

4y − 10x2y3 + y5)

parameterization [12] and write

M = A−1RA =

( √
β 0

− α√
β

1√
β

)(

cosµ sinµ
− sinµ cosµ

)( 1√
β

0
α√
β

√
β

)

=

(
cosµ+ α sinµ β sin µ
−1+α2

β sin µ cosµ− α sinµ

) (1.1)

where the matrix A transforms into normalized phase space and R is simply a
rotation. For a coupled lattice we can use the Edwards–Teng method [13] and
rotate into the eigen-planes and then perform Courant–Snyder parameterization.
Then the map can be written as M = T−1A−1RAT . In normalized phase space
it is convenient to transform into action– angle variables, which are defined as

⎧

⎪
⎨

⎪
⎩

x̃ =
√
2J cos(ψ)

x̃′ = −
√
2J sin(ψ)

↔

⎧

⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎩

J =
x̃2 + x̃′2

2

ψ = tan−1

(
−x̃′

x̃

) (1.2)

where, in the case of a stable linear system, the action J is proportional to the
radius of the circle in phase space and an invariant of the motion.

The Lie operator, denoted : g :, where g is a function of phase space variables
is defined as the Poisson bracket. We can express a nonlinear thin-lens kick
using Hamilton’s equations, which we can express as the Lie operator with a
Hamiltonian H as

∆x′ =: −H : x′ = [−H, x′] = −
∂H

∂x
=

dx′

ds
. (1.3)

The Hamiltonian H can be for instance a sextupole or an octupole magnet. In
Table 1.1 we list the Hamiltonians for some common multipoles. The strengths
k1, k2, k3 etc. are assumed to be the integrated strength normalized to energy.

The Lie transformation is defined as the exponential of the Lie operator and
can be written as

e:H: =
∞∑

n=0

1

n!
(: H :)n (1.4)
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which is essentially a Taylor map. The power of the Lie formalism is the ability
to move around Hamiltonians and concatenate the effect from several multipoles
to a single effective Hamiltonian. The similarity transformation can be written
as

M = Me:−H(x⃗1): = Me:−H(x⃗1):M−1M

= e:−H(Mx⃗1):M = e:−H(x⃗2):M
(1.5)

and allow us to move a Hamiltonian, or rather the Lie transformation, from one
location to another by simply transforming the coordinates of the Hamiltonian.
Two Hamiltonians, Ha and HB, at the same location can be concatenated by the
Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff (CBH) formula

H = HA +HB +
1

2
[HA, HB] +

1

12
[HA −HB, [HA, HB]] + . . . (1.6)

By using the similarity transform and CBH formula iteratively we can simply the
map for the whole lattice and represent it is a linear transfer matrix M and a Lie
transformation with a single effective Hamiltonian Heff at the end of the lattice.
The map can then be expressed as M = e:−Heff :M .

A map can also be written in a normal form. We assume that we have
transformed into normalized phase space and the linear map is simply a rotation
R, then the normal form is given by

M = e:−Heff :R = e:−K:e:−C:Re:K: (1.7)

where the Hamiltonian C contains the invariant part, i.e. only action-dependent
terms. From this Hamiltonian C we can retrieve the amplitude-dependent tune-
shifts. To find the normal form, in other words to find C and K, we can solve
(1.7) order-by-order according to [11].

1.2 Application and Functionality

The scope of this code is to analyze transverse nonlinear dynamics and compare
with tracking simulations. In short, the code is able to

• Read lattice structure from an input file.

• Create a linear map.

• Analyze the linear motion: Courant–Snyder parameterization, calculate the
tunes, transform into normalized phase space, Edwards–Teng decomposi-
tion etc.

• Calculate and plot the optical functions (alpha, beta, phase advance and
dispersion).
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• Express nonlinear maps as Taylor maps.

• Move all nonlinear elements to the end of the beamline and concatenate
into a single effective Hamiltonian—a ”super-kick”.

• Express Hamiltonians in resonance basis to retrieve resonance driving terms.

• Write the map in a normal form and calculate the amplitude-dependent
tune-shifts.

• Do single particle, element-by-element multi-turn tracking. Plot phase
space portraits (Poincaré surfaces of a section) and calculate the tunes
from FFT.
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Chapter 2

Core structure

In this chapter we will present the fundamental structure of the code, its poly-
nomial representation and some basic functions operating on polynomials. A
Hamiltonian is a function of phase space variables {x, x′, y, y′} or {Jx,ψx, Jy,ψy}
in action–angle variables and thus we want to be able to represent a Hamiltonian
as a polynomial and have the ability to transform between phase space variables
and action–angle variables.

2.1 Polynomials

We represent a general monomial as a vector in the following way

(x)m1(x′)m2(y)m3(y′)m4 → [m1, m2, m3, m4] (2.1)

where n = m1 +m2 +m3 +m4 gives the order of the monomial. The number of
monomials of order n is given by

Nn =

(

n + 4− 1
n

)

(2.2)

and in Table 2.1 we list the number of monomials for different orders. In the
script Initialize the order of the representation is specified. We can list all
monomials of the current representation using DisplayPolynomialBasis() and
here we show an example with a representation up to third order.

clear all; close all;

addpath(genpath('../SourceCode'));

Initialize;

% Display representations

DisplayPolynomialBasis(); % displays polynomial basis
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Loading representation of order 3

Conversion Table

Index | Polynomial | Meaning

1 [0 0 0 0] UNITY

2 [1 0 0 0] X

3 [0 1 0 0] XP

4 [0 0 1 0] Y

5 [0 0 0 1] YP

6 [2 0 0 0] Xˆ2

7 [1 1 0 0] X*XP

8 [1 0 1 0] X*Y

9 [1 0 0 1] X*YP

10 [0 2 0 0] XPˆ2

11 [0 1 1 0] XP*Y

12 [0 1 0 1] XP*YP

13 [0 0 2 0] Yˆ2

14 [0 0 1 1] Y*YP

15 [0 0 0 2] YPˆ2

16 [3 0 0 0] Xˆ3

17 [2 1 0 0] Xˆ2*XP

18 [2 0 1 0] Xˆ2*Y

19 [2 0 0 1] Xˆ2*YP

20 [1 2 0 0] X*XPˆ2

21 [1 1 1 0] X*XP*Y

22 [1 1 0 1] X*XP*YP

23 [1 0 2 0] X*Yˆ2

24 [1 0 1 1] X*Y*YP

25 [1 0 0 2] X*YPˆ2

26 [0 3 0 0] XPˆ3

27 [0 2 1 0] XPˆ2*Y

28 [0 2 0 1] XPˆ2*YP

29 [0 1 2 0] XP*Yˆ2

30 [0 1 1 1] XP*Y*YP

31 [0 1 0 2] XP*YPˆ2

32 [0 0 3 0] Yˆ3

33 [0 0 2 1] Yˆ2*YP

34 [0 0 1 2] Y*YPˆ2

35 [0 0 0 3] YPˆ3

At the beginning of the script we add the path to the /SourceCode directory
where all the functions and scripts are stored. Then we run the script Initialize
that in this case was set to Order = 3, this script will be explained in more
detail later on. There is a function FindIndex([m1 m2 m3 m4]) that finds the
index of a certain monomial and to find the monomial at a certain index we use
FindMonomial(index).
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Table 2.1: Number of monomials

Number of Cumulative number
Order monomials of monomials

0 1 1
1 4 5
2 10 15
3 20 35
4 35 70
5 56 126
6 84 210
7 120 330
8 165 495
9 220 715
10 286 1001

2.2 Resonance basis

The resonance basis has the following structure

Jm1/2
x Jm2/2

y cos(pψx + qψy) → [p, q,m1, m2, C] (2.3)

with cos for C = 1 and sin for C = 0. There is a 1-to-1 correspondence between
a polynomial in polynomial basis and in resonance basis. Transforming from
polynomial basis to resonance basis is a linear transformation of the polynomial
coefficients. The structure TMATRICES, which is generated during initialization,
contains the transfer matrices that transforms the coefficients in the polynomial
representation to corresponding coefficients in the resonance basis. There is one
transfer matrix for each order. Finding these transfer matrices is a matter of
finding the coefficients in the resonance basis that correspond to a certain poly-
nomial. To find the the resonance basis coefficient of cosψx for xmx′n monomial
is given by the integral

cmnp = (2Jx)
(m+n)/2

∫ 2π

0

cosm ψx sin
n ψx cos pψxdψx (2.4)

which can be solved without integration. All the trigonometric functions can be
expressed as complex exponentials and the only nonzero integrals are integrands
with ei0 and the coefficients come from the binomial expansion. There is a script
that finds all the coefficients for the different monomials and creates transfer
matrices for each order that transforms from polynomial basis to resonance basis
by means of matrix multiplication.

Using the function DisplayResonanceBasis() we can display the resonance
basis representation:
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Conversion Table

Index | Basis | Meaning

1 [0 0 0 0 1] Unity

2 [0 1 0 1 0] Jyˆ(1/2)*sin(psi y)

3 [0 1 0 1 1] Jyˆ(1/2)*cos(psi y)

4 [1 0 1 0 0] Jxˆ(1/2)*sin(psi x)

5 [1 0 1 0 1] Jxˆ(1/2)*cos(psi x)

6 [0 0 0 2 1] Jy

7 [0 0 2 0 1] Jx

8 [0 2 0 2 0] Jy*sin(2*psi y)

9 [0 2 0 2 1] Jy*cos(2*psi y)

10 [1 -1 1 1 0] Jxˆ(1/2)*Jyˆ(1/2)*sin(psi x - psi y)

11 [1 -1 1 1 1] Jxˆ(1/2)*Jyˆ(1/2)*cos(psi x - psi y)

12 [1 1 1 1 0] Jxˆ(1/2)*Jyˆ(1/2)*sin(psi x + psi y)

13 [1 1 1 1 1] Jxˆ(1/2)*Jyˆ(1/2)*cos(psi x + psi y)

14 [2 0 2 0 0] Jx*sin(2*psi x)

15 [2 0 2 0 1] Jx*cos(2*psi x)

16 [0 1 0 3 0] Jyˆ(3/2)*sin(psi y)

17 [0 1 0 3 1] Jyˆ(3/2)*cos(psi y)

18 [0 1 2 1 0] Jx*Jyˆ(1/2)*sin(psi y)

19 [0 1 2 1 1] Jx*Jyˆ(1/2)*cos(psi y)

20 [0 3 0 3 0] Jyˆ(3/2)*sin(3*psi y)

21 [0 3 0 3 1] Jyˆ(3/2)*cos(3*psi y)

22 [1 -2 1 2 0] Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*sin(psi x - 2*psi y)

23 [1 -2 1 2 1] Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*cos(psi x - 2*psi y)

24 [1 0 1 2 0] Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*sin(psi x)

25 [1 0 1 2 1] Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*cos(psi x)

26 [1 0 3 0 0] Jxˆ(3/2)*sin(psi x)

27 [1 0 3 0 1] Jxˆ(3/2)*cos(psi x)

28 [1 2 1 2 0] Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*sin(psi x + 2*psi y)

29 [1 2 1 2 1] Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*cos(psi x + 2*psi y)

30 [2 -1 2 1 0] Jx*Jyˆ(1/2)*sin(2*psi x - psi y)

31 [2 -1 2 1 1] Jx*Jyˆ(1/2)*cos(2*psi x - psi y)

32 [2 1 2 1 0] Jx*Jyˆ(1/2)*sin(2*psi x + psi y)

33 [2 1 2 1 1] Jx*Jyˆ(1/2)*cos(2*psi x + psi y)

34 [3 0 3 0 0] Jxˆ(3/2)*sin(3*psi x)

35 [3 0 3 0 1] Jxˆ(3/2)*cos(3*psi x)

2.3 Initialize

The script Initialize must be run in the beginning of every script using the
code. In the beginning of the script the order of the representation is specified
and this changes the order representation of all Hamiltonians. If no file is present
the script generates the polynomial and resonance basis representations, transfer
matrices etc. for the specified order. At the end of the script the variables are
saved into a .mat-file for faster initialization during the next startup.
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%% Initialize

% Script that generates (or if already saved) a polynomial

% representation together with needed transfer matrices

%% Choose order of representation

% ! This changes everything!

order = 3;

%% Initiate Hamiltonian representation

global MONOMIALS RESBASIS TMATRICES PBRACKETS INDMAX MVECTOR

disp(' ');

%% Load / generate

try

% load file if already saved

name = ['InitializeOrder ',num2str(order),'.mat'];

load(name);

disp(['Loading representation of order ', num2str(order)]);

catch

% generate representation of specified order

disp(['Generating representation of order ', num2str(order)]);

% generate polynomial representation

MONOMIALS = GenerateRepresentation(ORDER);

INDMAX = max(size(MONOMIALS));

% generate resonance basis (action-angle basis)

[RESBASIS, TMATRICES] = GenerateResonanceBasis();

% generate vectors for calculating the Poisson bracket in ...

the current

% representation

PBRACKETS = GeneratePoissonBracketVectors();

% generate vectors for calculating the multiplication ...

between two

% polynomials in the current representation

MVECTOR = GenerateMultiplicationVectors();

% save into directory /Initialize

name = [mfilename('fullpath'),'Order ',num2str(order),'.mat'];

save(name);

end

disp(' ');

CurrentFolder = cd;

% If directory TempFiles does not exists, create one:

if logical(¬exist(fullfile(CurrentFolder, 'TempFiles'),'dir'))

mkdir(fullfile(CurrentFolder, 'TempFiles'));

end

addpath TempFiles;
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The structures PBRACKETS and MVECTORS contain vectors for faster calculation of
Poisson brackets and multiplication between polynomials, these will be explained
further in a later chapter. Finally, a directory /TempFiles is created and this is
the location for tracking functions that are created during particle tracking.

2.4 Manipulating polynomials

The following example creates the polynomial −3xx′ +5x2y and then transforms
it into resonance basis.

%% Generate a polynomial

global INDMAX

Poly = zeros(INDMAX, 1); % create polynomial with all coeffs 0

Poly(FindIndex([2 0 1 0])) = 5; % set xˆ2*y coeff to 5

Poly(FindIndex([1 1 0 0])) = -3; % and x*x' coeff to -3

DisplayPolynomial(Poly); % display polynomial

POLY =

Index Coefficients Monomial

1 0.000000 UNITY

7 -3.000000 X*XP

18 5.000000 Xˆ2*Y

%% Go to resonance basis

PolyRes = GoToResonanceBasis(Poly);

DisplayResonancePolynomial(PolyRes)

POLY in resonance basis =

Index Coefficients Resonance Term

1 0.000000 UNITY

14 3.000000 Jx*sin(2*psi x)

19 7.071068 Jx*Jyˆ(1/2)*cos(psi y)

31 3.535534 Jx*Jyˆ(1/2)*cos(2*psi x - psi y)

33 3.535534 Jx*Jyˆ(1/2)*cos(2*psi x + psi y)

As a cross-check we can express our coordinates in phase space variables and
action–angle variables and evaluate the polynomial in the two representations.

% action-angle variables

Jx = rand(1,1);

Jy = rand(1,1);

psi x = randn(1,1);
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psi y = randn(1,1);

% corresponding coordinates

x = sqrt(2*Jx)*cos(psi x); xp = -sqrt(2*Jx)*sin(psi x);

y = sqrt(2*Jy)*cos(psi y); yp = -sqrt(2*Jy)*sin(psi y);

% cross-check: Going from polynomial basis to resonance basis is

% a 1-to-1 transformation and evaluating the polynomials in

% either basis has to give the same value:

P1 = EvaluatePolynomial(Poly, [x, xp, y, yp])

P2 = EvaluateResonancePolynomial(PolyRes, [Jx,Jy,psi x,psi y])

P1 =

1.5652

P2 =

1.5652

We can also create a polynomial in resonance basis and do the inverse trans-
formation to find the corresponding polynomial in polynomial basis.

%% From resonance basis to polynomial basis

PolyRes2 = zeros(size(Poly));

% Set coeff of Jxˆ(3/2)sin(3*psi x) to 5:

PolyRes2(FindIndexRes([3, 0, 3, 0, 0])) = 5;

% find corresponding polynomial:

Poly2 = GoToPolynomialBasis(PolyRes2);

DisplayResonancePolynomial(PolyRes2); % display resonance polynomial

DisplayPolynomial(Poly2); % display corresponding polynomial

POLY in resonance basis =

Index Coefficients Resonance Term

1 0.000000 UNITY

34 5.000000 Jxˆ(3/2)*sin(3*psi x)

POLY =

Index Coefficients Monomial

1 0.000000 UNITY

17 -5.303301 Xˆ2*XP

26 1.767767 XPˆ3
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Chapter 3

Lattice structure and linear

dynamics

In this chapter we discuss the representation of a lattice, lattice elements and
reading a lattice from a file. We also plot the optical functions and

3.1 Lattice elements

A lattice is a structure of lattice elements and each lattice element is a lattice
object. A lattice can be created manually or read from a file. In this example
we read the file ’LatticeFODOCellWILLE.txt’, which is listed below. This is
an example taken from [7] and contains a FODO cell with two bending dipoles
including edge-focusing.

LatticeFODOCellWILLE.txt:

QUAD; -1.2; 0.2;

DRIF; 0.55;

EDGE; 3.8197; 0.1964;

DIPO; 3.8197; 1.5;

EDGE; 3.8197; 0.1964;

DRIF; 0.55;

QUAD; 1.2; 0.4;

DRIF; 0.55;

EDGE; 3.8197; 0.1964;

DIPO; 3.8197; 1.5;

EDGE; 3.8197; 0.1964;

DRIF; 0.55;

QUAD; -1.2; 0.2;
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%% Read lattice file:

lattice in = ReadLatticeFile('LatticeFODOCellWille.txt');

% display elements in structure lattice in

DisplayLatticeElements(lattice in);

lattice in{1} % show attributes of first element

lattice in{2} % show attributes of second element

Nr Element length strength Hamiltonian

1 Quadrupole 1 -1.2000 0.2000

2 Drift1 0.5500 0.0000

3 Edge1 0.0000 3.8197, 0.1964

4 Dipole 1 1.5000 3.8197

5 Edge2 0.0000 3.8197, 0.1964

6 Drift2 0.5500 0.0000

7 Quadrupole 2 1.2000 0.4000

8 Drift3 0.5500 0.0000

9 Edge3 0.0000 3.8197, 0.1964

10 Dipole 2 1.5000 3.8197

11 Edge4 0.0000 3.8197, 0.1964

12 Drift4 0.5500 0.0000

13 Quadrupole 3 -1.2000 0.2000

ans =

id: 'QUAD'

name: 'Quadrupole 1'

k1: -1.2000

L: 0.2000

M: [5x5 double]

ans =

id: 'DRIF'

name: 'Drift1'

L: 0.5500

M: [5x5 double]

The function ReadLatticeFile() reads a text file with one element per row
and attributes delimited by semicolon. The first attribute is a four-character
element identifier followed by strength and length with the exception of a drift
element which has only input length. For each element a lattice object is created
and stored in a lattice structure. Linear elements are given a transfer matrix and
nonlinear elements a Hamiltonian represented as a polynomial.
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function lattice = ReadLatticeFile(name)

% Function that reads a lattice described in a txt file

% Data structure should be the following:

%

% TYPE; strength; length;

%

% DIPO; R BEND; L; % dipole magnet

% QUAD; k1; L; % quadrupole magnet

% SEXT; k2; L; % sextupole magnet

% OCTU; k3; L; % octupole magnet

% DECA; k4; L; % decapole magnet

% DRIF; L; % drift space

% EDGE; R BEND; FACE ANGLE; % edge focusing

% PHAS; phix; phiy; % phase advance

%% Read file

fid = importdata(name);

[n m] = size(fid.data); % n rows of elements

indexDipole = 1;

indexEdge = 1;

indexQuadrupole = 1;

indexSextupole = 1;

indexDecapole = 1;

indexDipole = 1;

indexOctupole = 1;

indexDecapole = 1;

indexDrift = 1;

indexPhaseAdv = 1;

for j = 1:n

elem = fid.textdata{j};
if sum(elem == 'DIPO') == 4

R BEND = fid.data(j,1);

L = fid.data(j,2);

name = horzcat('Dipole ',num2str(indexDipole));

indexDipole = indexDipole + 1;

lattice{j} = DIPOLE(R BEND, L, name);

elseif sum(elem == 'QUAD') == 4

k1 = fid.data(j,1);

L = fid.data(j,2);

name = horzcat('Quadrupole ',num2str(indexQuadrupole));

indexQuadrupole = indexQuadrupole + 1;

lattice{j} = QUADRUPOLE(k1, L, name);

...

15



The function DIPOLE creates a dipole object and the function MDIPOLE returns
the transfer matrix of a dipole. Other elements are created in a similar way.

function temp = DIPOLE(R BEND,L,name)

% Function that creates a Dipole object

temp.id = 'DIPO';

temp.name = name;

temp.R = R BEND;

temp.L = L;

temp.M = MDIPOLE(R BEND, L, 5);

end

3.2 Transfer matrices and Twiss parameters

To retrieve information about lattice objects in a lattice structure Lattice we can
always use for instance Lattice{j}.L. In order to get the transfer matrix for an
element, part of a lattice or the whole lattice, we use getTransferMatrix(lattice,
element1, element2). With only one input argument the transfer matrix of the
whole lattice is returned. The example below demonstrates how the transfer ma-
trices for different parts of the lattice are retrieved and also how to transform
into normalized phase space.

%% Transfer matrices

% transfer matrix of first element

M1 = getTransferMatrix(lattice in(1));

% transfer matrix from element 1 to 5

M1 5 = getTransferMatrix(lattice in, 1, 5);

% transfer matrix for whole lattice

M oneTurn = getTransferMatrix(lattice in);

%% Go to normalized phase-space

latticeNPS = GoToNormalizedPhaseSpace(lattice in);

R NPS = getTransferMatrix(latticeNPS)

R NPS =

0.0809 0.9967 0 0

-0.9967 0.0809 0 0

0 0 -0.4116 0.9114

0 0 -0.9114 -0.4116

We note that the transfer matrix after transforming into normalized phase space
indeed is a pure rotation. To transform into normalized phase space we need the
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Courant–Snyder parameterization which is done with MatrixDecomposition().

%% Matrix de-composition

% decompose the one turn matrix using Edwards and Teng

% de-coupling and Courant--Snyder parameterization such that

% M oneTurn = inv(T)*inv(A)*R*A*T

[T, A, R, Twiss] = MatrixDecomposition(M oneTurn);

% cross-check:

M oneTurn

inv(T)*inv(A)*R*A*T

% The output parameter Twiss contains the Twiss parameters

Twiss

M oneTurn =

0.0809 9.7859 0 0

-0.1015 0.0809 0 0

0 0 -0.4116 1.1278

0 0 -0.7365 -0.4116

ans =

0.0809 9.7859 0 0

-0.1015 0.0809 0 0

0 0 -0.4116 1.1278

0 0 -0.7365 -0.4116

Twiss =

Ax: -1.1835e-16

Bx: 9.8181

mux: 1.4898

Ay: 3.0454e-16

By: 1.2374

muy: 1.9950

The matrix decomposition only works if the lattice represents a linearly sta-
ble system. For a stable system we perform the matrix decomposition which
includes a Edwards–Teng decoupling of the two planes followed by a Courant–
Snyder parameterization of the sub-blocks. The function also outputs the Twiss
parameters. We can make changes to the lattice by replacing lattice objects or
to write the new lattice to a text file and then read it again.
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%% Make changes in lattice

latt = lattice in;

latt{1} % check id of first element, a quadrupole

% set strength to -1.4

latt{1} = QUADRUPOLE(-1.4, latt{1}.L, latt{1}.name); % create ...

new quadrupole object

% The transfer matrices are generated during ReadLatticeFile()

% so an alternative is to write the lattice to a temporary

% file LatticeTemp.txt

WriteLattice(latt,'LatticeTemp.txt');

% and then read it

latt2 = ReadLatticeFile('LatticeTemp.txt');

Below we extend the lattice to include two cells by concatenating two cells. Fi-
nally, we can also plot the optical functions (the Twiss parameters as a function
of s) for the lattice using the function PlotTwiss(lattice). The output figure
of PlotTwiss is shown in Fig. 3.1.

%% Plot optical functions

% concatenate the 3 cells into one lattice structure

lattice = ConcatenateLattice(lattice in, lattice in);

lattice = ConcatenateLattice(lattice, lattice in);

% This function plots and output the optical functions:

[betax, betay, Dx, s, mux, muy, alphax, alphay] = ...

plotTwiss(lattice, 1);
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Figure 3.1: Output from PlotTwiss applied to the example lattice above.
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Chapter 4

Tracking

In this chapter we show how to track particles through a lattice.

4.1 Example

The following example creates a simple lattice consisting of a phase rotation
followed by a sextupole with unit strength. Then we track the particles using
two ways: TrackLattice() and using a Tracking function, this will be explained
later on. From the output tracking data we can retrieve the tunes via getTunes()
that calculates the tunes from FFT [14] and compare to the expected tune from
the Courant–Snyder parameterization. Finally we track for nine different starting
amplitudes, collect the data in matrices and plot Poincaré surfaces of a section
using the function PlotPoincare.

%% Initialize

clear all; close all;

addpath(genpath('../SourceCode'));

Initialize;

%% Create lattice

% let us create a lattice that consists of a phase rotation with

% tunes Q x and Q y followed by a sextupole with unit strength

Q x = 0.313;

Q y = 0.77;

mux = 2*pi*Q x; muy = 2*pi*Q y;

lattice{1} = PHASEROTATION(mux, muy, 'Rotation');

lattice{2} = SEXTUPOLE(1,0,'Sextupole');

% display elements in structure lattice:

DisplayLatticeElements(lattice);

%% Track particles

xstart = [1e-3, 0, 1e-3, 0]'; % start value [x, x', y, y']

N = 1e3; % number of turns
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% TrackLattice, slow tracking

x1 = TrackLattice(lattice, xstart, N);

% TrackLattice iterates through lattice structure and check type of

% each element and push particles through

% CreateTrackFunction, faster tracking

TF name = 'MyTrackFunction';

CreateTrackFunction(lattice, TF name)

x2 = MyTrackFunction(xstart, N);

% CreateTrackFunction writes a matlab function with name TF name

% and saves this function into TempFiles directory. Tracking is

% done by calling the function

% cross-check

diff = max(max(abs(x1-x2)))

%% Tune from tracking

[Qx track, Qy track] = getTunes(x2)

% compare to tunes from transfer matric and Courant-Snyder

% parameterization

[T, A, R, Twiss] = MatrixDecomposition(getTransferMatrix(lattice));

Qx = Twiss.mux/(2*pi)

Qy = Twiss.muy/(2*pi)

%% Find dynamic aperture

% Find dynamic aperture along x = y line (angle = pi/4)

% Using a bi-section method, faster:

angle = pi/4;

[DA x1, DA y1] = FindDynamicApertureBisection(TF name, angle)

% using a method that starts at rstart and moves outwards

rstart = 0.5*sqrt(DA x1ˆ2 + DA y1ˆ2);

[DA x2, DA y2] = FindDynamicAperture(TF name, angle, rstart)

%% Poincare surface of a section

% track with different starting amplitudes

X = []; Xp = []; Y = []; Yp = [];

r = linspace(1e-3, 0.5*DA x1, 9);

N = 2e3; % 1000 turns for each step

for j = 1:length(r)

xstart = [r(j), 0, r(j), 0]';

xtemp = MyTrackFunction(xstart,N);

X = [X, xtemp(1,:)];

Xp = [Xp, xtemp(2,:)];

Y = [Y, xtemp(3,:)];

Yp = [Yp, xtemp(4,:)];

end

plotPoincare(X,Xp,Y,Yp);
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Nr Element length strength Hamiltonian

1 Rotation 0.0000 1.9666, 4.8381

2 Sextupole 0.0000 1.0000 H = 0.1667*Xˆ3 - ...

0.5000*X*Yˆ2

diff =

0

Qx track =

0.3130

Qy track =

0.2300

Qx =

0.3130

Qy =

0.7700

DA x1 =

0.5792

DA y1 =

0.5792

DA x2 =

0.5795

DA y2 =

0.5795

As we can see the tunes from the FFT of the tracking data and the matrix
parameterization are the same with the exception that the FFT can only give tune
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between 0–0.5 and if the tune is above 0.5 then 1−Q is returned due to aliasing.
In Fig. 4.1 we show the Poincaré surfaces of a section from PoincarePlot.
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Figure 4.1: Poincaré surfaces of a section from tracking a phase rotation and a
sextupole of unit strength for nine different starting amplitudes.

4.2 Tracking and the tracking function

In the example above we used two different ways of tracking: TrackLattice
and by creating a tracking function. The two methods output the same val-
ues but there is a large difference in the time it takes to execute and this
time difference becomes more prominent as the number of elements in the lat-
tice increases. The function TrackLattice(lattice, start value, number
of iterations) is very simple and loops through the lattice structure and if
an element is linear the transfer matrix is retrieved and the particle is tracked
with matrix multiplication and if an element is nonlinear the thin-lens kick is
applied.

function xout = TrackLattice(latt, x0, N)

% x = TrackLattice(latt, x0) tracks lattice in structure latt

% with start values in x0 for N turns. If linear elements simple

% matrix multiplication and if nonlinear element, thin lens kicks

%Allocate memory:

xout = zeros(4,N+1);

%Update output:

xout(:,1) = x0;

for i = 2:N+1

x = xout(:,i-1);
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for j = 1:length(latt)

M = latt{1,j}.M;
x = M(1:4,1:4)*x;

if sum(latt{1,j}.id == 'SEXT') == 4

k2 = latt{1,j}.k2;
x(2) = x(2) - (k2/2)*(x(1)ˆ2 - x(3)ˆ2); % add ...

sextupole kicks

x(4) = x(4) + k2*x(1)*x(3);

elseif sum(latt{1,j}.id == 'OCTU') == 4

k3 = latt{1,j}.k3;
x(2) = x(2) - (k3/6)*(x(1)ˆ3 - 3*x(1)*x(3)ˆ2); % add ...

octupole kicks

x(4) = x(4) - (k3/6)*(x(3)ˆ3 - 3*x(1)ˆ2*x(3));

elseif sum(latt{1,j}.id == 'DECA') == 4

k4 = latt{1,j}.k4;
x(2) = x(2) - (k4/24)*(x(1)ˆ4 - 6*x(1)ˆ2*x(3)ˆ2); % ...

add decapole kicks

x(4) = x(4) - (k4/24)*(5*x(3)ˆ4 - 4*x(1)ˆ3*x(3));

end

end

xout(:,i) = x;

end

end

The function CreateTrackFunction(lattice, name) creates a track func-
tion with name name of an input lattice. The function creates an executable
MATLAB function that is saved in the TempFiles/ directory. First the lat-
tice is expressed in a more efficient way with all matrices of consecutive linear
elements are multiplied together into a single transfer matrix by using the func-
tion Compactify(lattice). Then the actual transfer matrices and nonlinear
kicks are explicitly written in the tracking function in order to avoid any if
statements or function calls. In the example above the resulting track function
MyTrackFunction is saved to the TempFiles/ directory and looks as follows

function xout = MyTrackFunction(xin, N)

%Multi-turn tracking function

%Allocate memory:

xout = zeros(4,N+1);

%Update output:

xout(:,1) = xin;

for j = 2:N+1

xtemp = xout(:,j-1);

%Linear map:
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M = [-0.90482705246601935478167888504686, ...

0.42577929156507288155353307956830, ...

0.00000000000000000000000000000000, ...

0.00000000000000000000000000000000;...

-0.42577929156507288155353307956830, ...

-0.90482705246601935478167888504686, ...

0.00000000000000000000000000000000, ...

0.00000000000000000000000000000000;...

0.00000000000000000000000000000000, ...

0.00000000000000000000000000000000, ...

0.12533323356430423056728784558800, ...

-0.99211470131447787590417419778532;...

0.00000000000000000000000000000000, ...

0.00000000000000000000000000000000, ...

0.99211470131447787590417419778532, ...

0.12533323356430423056728784558800];

xtemp = M*xtemp;

%Sextupole kick:

xtemp(2) = xtemp(2) - (1.000000/2)*(xtemp(1)ˆ2 - xtemp(3)ˆ2);

xtemp(4) = xtemp(4) + 1.000000*xtemp(1)*xtemp(3);

xout(:,j) = xtemp;

end

end

Functions that do tracking, for instance FindDynamicAperture, accepts both
a function handle, i.e. the name of a created tracking function, or a lattice struc-
ture and the corresponding tracking method will be applied inside the function.

There are two functions for finding the dynamic aperture of a lattice from
tracking: FindDynamicApertureBisection and FindDynamicAperture. Both
functions uses tracking and checking if the particles diverge or not after a given
number of turns. The former method uses a bisection method starting with a
large interval and in each step halving the interval depending on which of the
end points that are stable. The latter method starts at specified point and then
searches outwards with a specified step size. This method can be slower but more
accurate.
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Chapter 5

Hamiltonians

In this chapter we will demonstrate some of the basic Lie algebra tools imple-
mented in the code.

5.1 Building an effective Hamiltonian

Below is an example where a lattice with a single sextupole followed by a phase
rotation is created and how to move the Hamiltonian to the end of the lattice.
For the following examples we use set order = 6 in Initialize, i.e. polynomial
representations up to sixth order.

clear all; close all;

addpath(genpath('../SourceCode'));

Initialize;

%% Create lattice

% Create a lattice that consists of a single sextupole

% and a phase rotation

Qx = 0.28; Qy = 0.47;

k1 = -1.5;

lattice{1} = SEXTUPOLE(k1,0,'Sextupole1');

lattice{2} = PHASEROTATION(2*pi*Qx, 2*pi*Qy, 'Rotation1');

DisplayLatticeElements(lattice); % display

H1 = lattice{1}.H; % single sextupole Hamiltonian

R = lattice{2}.M; % transfer matrix

DisplayPolynomial(H1,'H1'); % display Hamiltonian

% move the Hamiltonian via Similarity transformation to

% the end of the beamline:

H2 = SimilarityTransform(H1, R);

DisplayPolynomial(H2,'H2'); % display new Hamiltonian
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Loading representation of order 6

Nr Element length strength Hamiltonian

1 Sextupole1 0.0000 -1.5000 H = 0.2500*Xˆ3 + ...

0.7500*X*Yˆ2

2 Rotation1 0.0000 1.7593, 2.9531

H1 =

Index Coefficients Monomial

1 0.000000 UNITY

16 -0.250000 Xˆ3

23 0.750000 X*Yˆ2

H2 =

Index Coefficients Monomial

1 0.000000 UNITY

16 0.001645 Xˆ3

17 0.025867 Xˆ2*XP

20 0.135602 X*XPˆ2

23 -0.135602 X*Yˆ2

24 -0.051735 X*Y*YP

25 -0.004934 X*YPˆ2

26 0.236949 XPˆ3

29 -0.710848 XP*Yˆ2

30 -0.271203 XP*Y*YP

31 -0.025867 XP*YPˆ2

We can also express the same Hamiltonians in the resonance basis.

%% Express Hamiltonians in resonance basis

H1r = GoToResonanceBasis(H1);

H2r = GoToResonanceBasis(H2);

DisplayResonancePolynomial(H1r, 'H1r');

DisplayResonancePolynomial(H2r,'H2r');

H1r =

Index Coefficients Resonance Term

1 0.000000 UNITY

23 0.530330 Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*cos(psi x - 2*psi y)

25 1.060660 Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*cos(psi x)

27 -0.530330 Jxˆ(3/2)*cos(psi x)

29 0.530330 Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*cos(psi x + 2*psi y)

35 -0.176777 Jxˆ(3/2)*cos(3*psi x)

H2r =
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Index Coefficients Resonance Term

1 0.000000 UNITY

22 0.447773 Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*sin(psi x - 2*psi y)

23 -0.284165 Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*cos(psi x - 2*psi y)

24 1.041873 Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*sin(psi x)

25 -0.198748 Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*cos(psi x)

26 -0.520936 Jxˆ(3/2)*sin(psi x)

27 0.099374 Jxˆ(3/2)*cos(psi x)

28 0.520936 Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*sin(psi x + 2*psi y)

29 0.099374 Jxˆ(1/2)*Jy*cos(psi x + 2*psi y)

34 0.149258 Jxˆ(3/2)*sin(3*psi x)

35 -0.094722 Jxˆ(3/2)*cos(3*psi x)

We observe that the magnitude of the resonance driving terms are the same for
H1r and H2r and the only thing that has changed are the phases.

Next we add a second sextupole and show how to concatenate into an effective
Hamiltonian by first moving the two Hamiltonians to the end of the lattice and
then we use CBH to concatenate into an effective Hamiltonian. Then we create
Taylor maps for {x, x′, y, y′} by using the function TaylorMap(H,var), please note
that the minus sign in e:−H: is added inside the function. The second argument
gives the variable, i.e. TaylorMap(H,1) gives e:−H:x and TaylorMap(H,2) gives
e:−H:x′ and so on. We compare the evaluation of the maps with tracking.

%% Add a second Sextupole

lattice{3} = SEXTUPOLE(0.8,0,'Sextupole2');

lattice{4} = PHASEROTATION(2*pi*0.22, 2*pi*0.1, 'Rotation2');

DisplayLatticeElements(lattice); % display

% move sextupoles to end of lattice via similarity transformation

% and concatenate using the CBH formula:

R34 = lattice{4}.M; % from second sextupole to end

R14 = lattice{4}.M*lattice{2}.M; % from first sextupole to end

% first sextupole at end:

H1end = SimilarityTransform(lattice{1}.H,R14);
% second sextupole at end:

H2end = SimilarityTransform(lattice{3}.H,R34);

% effective Hamiltonian:

Heff = CBH(H2end, H1end);

%% Taylor maps:

% Taylormap of Hamiltonian kick at end of lattice

HMap = [TaylorMap(Heff,1), TaylorMap(Heff,2), ...

TaylorMap(Heff,3), TaylorMap(Heff,4)];

% Fullmap, i.e. including linear transport

R = getTransferMatrix(lattice);
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FullMap = [SimilarityTransform(HMap(:,1), inv(R)), ...

SimilarityTransform(HMap(:,2), inv(R)) ...

SimilarityTransform(HMap(:,3), inv(R)), ...

SimilarityTransform(HMap(:,4), inv(R))];

%% Cross-checks

x0 = 1e-1*randn(4,1);

out track = TrackLattice(lattice, x0);

x2 track = out track(:,2)

x2 HMap = EvaluatePolynomial(HMap, R*x0)

x2 FullMap = EvaluatePolynomial(FullMap, x0)

%% Using the function BuildHamiltonianMap

% This function iterates through a lattice and does the same thing

% as above

[Heff, R, HMap, FullMap] = BuildHamiltonianMap(lattice);

Nr Element length strength Hamiltonian

1 Sextupole1 0.0000 -1.5000 H = 0.2500*Xˆ3 + ...

0.7500*X*Yˆ2

2 Rotation1 0.0000 1.7593, 2.9531

3 Sextupole2 0.0000 0.8000 H = 0.1333*Xˆ3 - ...

0.4000*X*Yˆ2

4 Rotation2 0.0000 1.3823, 0.6283

x2 track =

0.0102

-0.1346

-0.1960

-0.0803

x2 HMap =

0.0102

-0.1346

-0.1960

-0.0803

x2 FullMap =

0.0102

-0.1346

-0.1960

-0.0803
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The function BuildHamiltonianMap does the same things as the example
above for any lattice. It returns the effective Hamitlonian, transfer matrix and
two maps: HMap and FullMap. The former is a Taylor map of the effective
Hamiltonian and the latter is the same thing including the linear transport. In
the next sections we will look at some of these functions in detail.

5.2 Similarity transform

The similarity transform is carried out by transforming the coefficients of the
Hamiltonian represented as a polynomial. We can express the Hamiltonian as
H = H(1) +H(2) +H(3) + . . . where the superscript gives the order. Each order
can be expressed as a coefficient vector h multiplied with a vector containing the
monomials of the same order: H(1) = (h(1))T x⃗(1). At a new location, separated
by linear map R we have coordinates yi = Rijxj , explicitly written out we have

(

y1
y2

)

=

(

R11 R12

R21 R22

)(

x1

x2

)

. (5.1)

The Hamiltonian at the new location is then given by

H(1) = (h(1))TR−1y⃗ = (h̃(1))T y⃗ (5.2)

and thus we conclude that the coefficients transforms as

h̃(1) = (R−1)Th(1) = S(1)h(1). (5.3)

For second order we have to do the same but for the second order monomials.
We write yiyj = RikRjlxkxl. For a two-dimensional system with x⃗ = (x1, x2)T we
get

⎛

⎝

y21
y1y2
y22

⎞

⎠ =

⎛

⎝

R2
11 2R11R12 R2

12

R11R21 R11R22 + R12R21 R12R22

R2
21 2R21R22 R2

22

⎞

⎠

︸ ︷︷ ︸

RR

⎛

⎝

x2
1

x1x2

x2
2

⎞

⎠ (5.4)

and then we conclude

h̃(2) = (RR−1)Th(2) = S(2)h(1). (5.5)

The transfer matrices for higher-order monomials are generated in the same way.
For a representation of order 6 or less we use a function GenerateSMatrices(R)
that generates S-matrices that transform the coefficients to represent the same
Hamiltonian at the new location separated by linear map R. For higher orders,
a slower recursive version is applied where the coordinates are transformed one
by one for higher and higher orders.
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function b = SimilarityTransform(a,R)

% Transform coefficients of polynomial a under a linear

% coordinate transformation R

b = zeros(size(a));

b(1) = a(1); % no change in constant term

order = FindOrder; % order of current representation

Inds = IndicesOfOrders; % start and end indices of each order

if order < 7

% Generate S matrices that tramsforms coefficients:

SS = GenerateSMatrices(R);

% loop through each order and transform coefficients

for j = 1:order

CurrentIndices = Inds(j,1):Inds(j,2);

a temp = a(CurrentIndices);

if max(abs(a temp)) > 1e-10

S = SS{j};
b temp = S*a temp;

else

b temp = zeros(size(a temp));

end

b(CurrentIndices,:) = b temp;

end

else

% construct new base polynomial:

% temp = R*[1; 1]; % linear transformation of base vectors

y1 = zeros(size(a));

y2 = y1;

y3 = y1;

y4 = y1;

y1(Inds(1,1)) = R(1,1);

y1(Inds(1,1) + 1) = R(1,2);

y1(Inds(1,1) + 2) = R(1,3);

y1(Inds(1,1) + 3) = R(1,4);

y2(Inds(1,1)) = R(2,1);

y2(Inds(1,1) + 1) = R(2,2);

y2(Inds(1,1) + 2) = R(2,3);

y2(Inds(1,1) + 3) = R(2,4);

y3(Inds(1,1)) = R(3,1);

y3(Inds(1,1) + 1) = R(3,2);

y3(Inds(1,1) + 2) = R(3,3);

y3(Inds(1,1) + 3) = R(3,4);

y4(Inds(1,1)) = R(4,1);
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y4(Inds(1,1) + 1) = R(4,2);

y4(Inds(1,1) + 2) = R(4,3);

y4(Inds(1,1) + 3) = R(4,4);

% step through each order, construct RR matrix and invert to

% get the new coefficients at given order.

% the rows in RR are yielded from multiplications of the base

% polynomial

% loop through each order, construct transfer matrix and invert

% coefficients

for j = 1:order

RR = [];

CurrentIndices = Inds(j,1):Inds(j,2);

for i = 1:length(CurrentIndices)

monom = FindMonomial(CurrentIndices(i));

% temp = y1ˆa*y2ˆb*y3ˆc*y4ˆd : a = monom(1), b = ...

monom(2), etc...

temp = ...

Multiply(Multiply(Multiply(Power(y1,monom(1)), ...

Power(y2,monom(2))), Power(y3, monom(3))), ...

Power(y4, monom(4)));

RR = [RR; (temp(CurrentIndices))'];

end

S = (inv(RR))';

a temp = a(CurrentIndices);

b temp = S*a temp;

b(CurrentIndices,:) = b temp;

end

end

end

5.3 Multiplication and the Poisson bracket

Multiplication of polynomials and calculation of Poisson brackets (derivative and
multiplication) between polynomials become time consuming operations if we
represent polynomials (and consequently Hamiltonians) to a high order and try
to calculate the effective Hamiltonian for a large lattice with many nonlinear
elements. That is why these operations are done in a vectorized fashion since
these operations are optimized in MATLAB. Both the multiplication and the
Poisson bracket between two polynomial a and b are calculated by first computing
the tensor a*b’ and then logical vectors to extract the needed elements. Finally,
we loop once over the output vector to place the values at correct indices.
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function prod = Multiply(a,b)

% Multiplication of two polynomials

global MVECTOR INDMAX

Ind = MVECTOR.Ind;

logvec = MVECTOR.logvec;

% pre-allocate

prod = zeros(size(a));

N = INDMAX;

% Multiplication of two polynomials.

AB = a*b'; % create tensor

ABv = reshape(AB, [N*N,1]); % re-shape to vector

ABvr = ABv(logvec); % reduce

for j = 1:length(Ind)

prod(Ind(j)) = prod(Ind(j)) + ABvr(j);

end

end

function PBout = PBrackets(a,b)

% Function that calculates the Poisson bracket between polynomials

% a and b.

% PBout = [a,b] = da/dx*db/dx' - da/dx'*db/dx + da/dy*db/dy' - ...

da/dy'*db/dy

global MONOMIALS PBRACKETS

Xpf = PBRACKETS.Xpf;

Xind = PBRACKETS.Xind;

Xlogvec = PBRACKETS.Xlogvec;

Ypf = PBRACKETS.Ypf;

Yind = PBRACKETS.Yind;

Ylogvec = PBRACKETS.Ylogvec;

% pre-allocate

N = max(size(MONOMIALS));

PBout = zeros(N,1);

% Poisson bracket between two polynomials.

AB = a*b'; % create tensor

ABv = reshape(AB, [N*N,1]); % re-shape to vector

ABvx = ABv(Xlogvec).*Xpf;

ABvy = ABv(Ylogvec).*Ypf;

for j = 1:length(Xind)

PBout(Xind(j)) = PBout(Xind(j)) + ABvx(j);

PBout(Yind(j)) = PBout(Yind(j)) + ABvy(j);

end

end
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Chapter 6

Normal forms

In this chapter we show how to express the map in a normal form and use
this normal form to get the amplitude-dependent tune-shifts and compare with
tracking.

6.1 Go to normal form

Below we show an example with a lattice consisting of a single sextupole followed
by a phase rotation. First we find the effective Hamiltonian by using the function
BuildHamiltonianMap.

clear all; close all;

addpath(genpath('../SourceCode'));

Initialize;

%% Create lattice

% Create a lattice that consists of a single sextupole

% and a phase rotation

Qx = 0.28; Qy = 0.47;

k = -1;

lattice{1} = SEXTUPOLE(k,0,'Sextupole');

lattice{2} = PHASEROTATION(2*pi*Qx, 2*pi*Qy, 'Rotation');

DisplayLatticeElements(lattice); % display

%% Build map

[Heff, R, HMap, FullMap] = BuildHamiltonianMap(lattice);

DisplayPolynomial(Heff, 'Heff');

Loading representation of order 6
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Nr Element length strength Hamiltonian

1 Sextupole 0.0000 -1.0000 H = 0.1667*Xˆ3 + ...

0.5000*X*Yˆ2

2 Rotation 0.0000 1.7593, 2.9531

Building Hamiltonian map of lattice...

Element 1 of 2

Element 2 of 2

Heff =

Index Coefficients Monomial

1 0.000000 UNITY

16 0.001097 Xˆ3

17 0.017245 Xˆ2*XP

20 0.090401 X*XPˆ2

23 -0.090401 X*Yˆ2

24 -0.034490 X*Y*YP

25 -0.003290 X*YPˆ2

26 0.157966 XPˆ3

29 -0.473899 XP*Yˆ2

30 -0.180802 XP*Y*YP

31 -0.017245 XP*YPˆ2

The map must be in normalized phase space for the normal form algorithm to
work. In this example this is already the case since we use a phase rotation. If
we had had linear stable system not in normalized phase space we have to use
GoToNormalizedPhaseSpace before building the map. The function NormalForm
outputs the Hamiltonians C and K but also a vector J which contains the tune-
shift terms, i.e. the coefficients of the invariant terms.

%% Go to normal form:

[C, K, J] = NormalForm(Heff, R);

DisplayPolynomial(C,'C');

DisplayResonancePolynomial(GoToResonanceBasis(C),'Cres');

C =

Index Coefficients Monomial

1 0.000000 UNITY

36 -0.002589 Xˆ4

40 -0.005178 Xˆ2*XPˆ2

43 0.015555 Xˆ2*Yˆ2

45 0.015555 Xˆ2*YPˆ2

56 -0.002589 XPˆ4

59 0.015555 XPˆ2*Yˆ2

61 0.015555 XPˆ2*YPˆ2

66 -0.019795 Yˆ4
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68 -0.039591 Yˆ2*YPˆ2

70 -0.019795 YPˆ4

127 -0.002154 Xˆ6

131 -0.006461 Xˆ4*XPˆ2

134 0.002577 Xˆ4*Yˆ2

136 0.002577 Xˆ4*YPˆ2

147 -0.006461 Xˆ2*XPˆ4

150 0.005153 Xˆ2*XPˆ2*Yˆ2

152 0.005153 Xˆ2*XPˆ2*YPˆ2

157 -0.007051 Xˆ2*Yˆ4

159 -0.014102 Xˆ2*Yˆ2*YPˆ2

161 -0.007051 Xˆ2*YPˆ4

183 -0.002154 XPˆ6

186 0.002577 XPˆ4*Yˆ2

188 0.002577 XPˆ4*YPˆ2

193 -0.007051 XPˆ2*Yˆ4

195 -0.014102 XPˆ2*Yˆ2*YPˆ2

197 -0.007051 XPˆ2*YPˆ4

204 0.007842 Yˆ6

206 0.023527 Yˆ4*YPˆ2

208 0.023527 Yˆ2*YPˆ4

210 0.007842 YPˆ6

Cres =

Index Coefficients Resonance Term

1 0.000000 UNITY

36 -0.079182 Jyˆ2

37 0.062219 Jx*Jy

38 -0.010357 Jxˆ2

127 0.062738 Jyˆ3

128 -0.056410 Jx*Jyˆ2

129 0.020613 Jxˆ2*Jy

130 -0.017229 Jxˆ3

As we can see the Hamiltonian C only contains the invariant terms, i.e. terms
that only depend on the actions Jx and Jy. As a cross-check we compare tracking
with evaluation of the normal form map.

x0 = 1e-1*randn(4,1);

out track = TrackLattice(lattice, x0);

x2 track = out track(:,2)

x2 Heff = EvaluatePolynomial(HMap, R*x0)

% Make Taylor maps of K,C and -K

KMap = [TaylorMap(K,1), TaylorMap(K,2), ...

TaylorMap(K,3), TaylorMap(K,4)];

invKMap = [TaylorMap(-K,1), TaylorMap(-K,2), ...

TaylorMap(-K,3), TaylorMap(-K,4)];
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CMap = [TaylorMap(C,1), TaylorMap(C,2), ...

TaylorMap(C,3), TaylorMap(C,4)];

% push through normal form map: eˆ(-:K:)eˆ(-:C:)Reˆ(:K:)

xtemp = EvaluatePolynomial(invKMap, x0);

xtemp = R*xtemp;

xtemp = EvaluatePolynomial(CMap, xtemp);

x2 NF = EvaluatePolynomial(KMap, xtemp)

x2 track =

-0.1315

-0.0433

-0.0408

-0.1688

x2 Heff =

-0.1315

-0.0433

-0.0408

-0.1688

x2 NF =

-0.1315

-0.0433

-0.0408

-0.1688

6.2 Amplitude-dependent tune-shift

Continuing on the example with a single sextupole in the previous section we find
the amplitude-dependent tune-shifts by tracking for several different amplitudes
along the x = y line. First we find a suitable range by finding the dynamic
aperture. The we create vectors with the different amplitudes going to half the
dynamic aperture. The function AmplitudeTuneShift tracks for N turns at each
amplitude and calculate the tunes from FFT. In this example we track using a
tracking function. The total execution time is roughly 9 seconds for 19 steps
and 217 = 131072 turns for each step. Figure 6.1 shows the plot generated by
PlotTuneShift which plots the tunes from FFT together with expected tune-
shifts from the normal form.
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%% Tune-shift

% create track function:

TF name = 'MyTrackFunction';

CreateTrackFunction(lattice, TF name);

% find dynamic aperture to set suitable amplitude range

[DA x, DA y] = FindDynamicApertureBisection(TF name);

ampx = linspace(1e-3, 0.5*DA x, 19);

ampy = ampx;

% Track particles and get the amplitude-dependent tune shifts ...

from FFTs:

N = 2ˆ17;

[TunesX, TunesY] = AmplitudeTuneShift(TF name, ampx, ampy, N);

% plot tunes from simulation together with what expected from

% Normal form analysis:

plotTuneShift(TunesX, TunesY, ampx, ampy, J);
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Figure 6.1: The tunes from the FFT of the tracking plotted together with ex-
pected tune-shifts from the normal form analysis.
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Chapter 7

Summary and outlook

In this report we have presented a code that treat Hamiltonians in the Lie formal-
ism and was used in the work presented in [2,3]. The code is written in a flexible
way with the order of the representation as a free parameter and the selected
order of representation is a trade-off between speed and information. The va-
lidity and consistency of the code is verified, when possible, by comparison with
analytical formulas together with cross-checks from element-by-element tracking.

During the development of this code many additional functions where written
and tested. For instance, I wrote several functions utilizing the MATLAB sym-
bolic toolbox, which allowed for symbolic treatment of Hamiltonians etc. How-
ever, MATLAB symbolic engine is slow and much of this functionality in the code
was deemed useless. Furthermore, I had also written scripts for lattice matching
but these are in the current state neither generic nor user friendly. To ease pre-
sentation and make the overlook more accessible the code has been reduced to
the essential minimum. There are many possible straightforward extensions to
the code that might be implemented in the future:

• Include higher order multipoles

• Include skew elements

There are also a number of potential larger extension, such as

• Lattice elements with errors

• Include longitudinal dynamics

• Interface to another tracking code

In the current state the code is limited in its scope but there is a lot of
potential to make it a versatile tool. The downside of running it in MATLAB is
speed, this would be greatly improved if implemented in a compiling language.
However, the upside is the direct availability of all MATLAB built-in functions
for plotting, optimization and data handling.
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